EXPLORE SOLUTIONS THAT CONQUER CLUTTER
Maximize every inch of your new kitchen

**Pantry Solutions**
Organize everyone’s favorite spot in the kitchen with a Hardware Resources’ pantry solution.

**Pullout Solutions**
Maximize your cabinet storage with our award-winning pullouts. From cabinet pullouts and bakeware organizers to door mounted spice racks, Hardware Resources helps you have a beautiful and organized kitchen.

**Drawer Solutions**
Tame drawer clutter with our selection of drawer organizers. From complete drawer solutions to dividers, we help keep you organized from cutlery to pots and pans.

**Corner Solutions**
Optimize what was once wasted space, and bring those impossible-to-reach items to your fingertips.

**Waste Container Solutions**
No more bending or reaching to dispose of trash. Keep unsightly waste hidden in the cabinet, yet easily accessible.
**KITCHEN ORGANIZER SELECTION GUIDE**

Check the white box for each cabinet organizer of interest. See back page for additional organizers.

**PANTRY SOLUTIONS**

**Premium Chrome Swingout**

Pivots 90 degrees when fully extended, making the back of the pantry easily accessible.

**Premium Wood Pullout**

Natural solid wood pullout on heavy-duty slides.

**Knife Organizer Drawer Insert**

Get your knife block off the counter and into your drawer with this knife block insert.

**Spice Tray Drawer Insert**

Tiered and tilted design allows you to easily see your spices.

**Cutlery Drawer Insert**

Beautiful natural wood divider, simply drops into drawer.

**Premium Chrome Pullout**

Heavy-duty soft-close pantry pullout with stylish chrome accents.

**Premium Wood Pullout**

Natural solid wood pullout on heavy-duty slides.

**Premium Wood Top Mount Trash Can System**

Low profile design, soft-closes into cabinet with mounted door.

**Premium Wood Bottom Mount with Door Mount**

Beautiful solid wood drawer box with concealed soft-close slides and patented door mounting system.

**Metal Trash Can Pullout**

Tuck away trash cans in style with two trending finish options. See back page for coordinating full product offering.

**Economy Wire Trash Can System**

Practical and versatile with three finish options.

**Premium Wood Top Mount Trash Can System**

Beautiful solid wood drawer box with concealed soft-close slides and patented door mounting system.

**Premium Wood Lazy Susan**

Timeless traditional lazy susan that features beautiful wood and chrome accents.

**Plastic Lazy Susan**

Functional and practical corner solution.

**WASTE CONTAINER SOLUTIONS**

**Premium Chrome Pullout**

Heavy-duty soft-close pantry pullout with stylish chrome accents.

**Premium Wood Pullout**

Natural solid wood pullout on heavy-duty slides.

**Economy Wire Trash Can System**

Practical and versatile with three finish options.

**Premium Wood Top Mount Trash Can System**

Low profile design, soft-closes into cabinet with mounted door.

**Premium Wood Bottom Mount with Door Mount**

Beautiful solid wood drawer box with concealed soft-close slides and patented door mounting system.

**Premium Wood Lazy Susan**

Timeless traditional lazy susan that features beautiful wood and chrome accents.

**Plastic Lazy Susan**

Functional and practical corner solution.

**Waste Container Solutions**

**Premium Chrome Pullout**

Heavy-duty soft-close pantry pullout with stylish chrome accents.

**Premium Wood Pullout**

Natural solid wood pullout on heavy-duty slides.

**Economy Wire Trash Can System**

Practical and versatile with three finish options.

**Premium Wood Top Mount Trash Can System**

Low profile design, soft-closes into cabinet with mounted door.

**Premium Wood Bottom Mount with Door Mount**

Beautiful solid wood drawer box with concealed soft-close slides and patented door mounting system.

**Premium Wood Lazy Susan**

Timeless traditional lazy susan that features beautiful wood and chrome accents.

**Plastic Lazy Susan**

Functional and practical corner solution.
Pegboard Organizer Cookware and Lid Insert
Works in conjunction with Pegboard Organizer Insert to organize cookware in deep drawers.

Double Cutlery Drawer
Double your drawer space with our two-tier cutlery drawer; top cutlery drawer slides away revealing bottom cutlery drawer.

“No Wiggle” Pullout
The star of the kitchen! Bring your cabinet contents within easy reach. Our patented design eliminates the wiggle, keeping your contents secure.

Appliance Lift
No more lifting heavy appliances thanks to this soft-close lift.

“No Wiggle” Utensil Pullout
Convenient storage of kitchen utensils with 4 stainless steel bins and extra storage on the bottom shelf.

“No Wiggle” Drawer Base Pullout
Maximize storage under the drawer with our shortened height pullout. Keeps all items and spices secure with our “No Wiggle” platform.

Pullout Wire Basket
Add additional storage options with our pullout wire basket.

Half-Moon Lazy Susan
Shelves pivot then slide out for full access in hard to reach blind corners. Available in wood and plastic options to meet any budget.

Dishcloth Rack
Keep your dish towels under the sink and within your reach every time you need them.

Pullout Cleaning Supply Caddy
Organizing your cleaning supplies doesn’t have to be a chore. Organizer is easy to pull out and remove so you can take it from room to room.

360° Easy Susan
Combines the pullout convenience of a drawer with the rotating function of a lazy susan.

360° Half-Moon Lazy Susan
Shelves pivot then slide out for full access in hard to reach blind corners. Available in wood and plastic options to meet any budget.

Also available in white plastic

Sliding Corner Organizer
Smooth-siding front baskets pull out of the cabinet and rear baskets slide over for easy reach.

Blind Corner Swingout
Double shelves that independently pull out of the cabinet allow easy access to the back of the cabinet.

Showed with optional door mounting kit

Hardware Resources
www.HardwareResources.com
**STORAGE with STYLE™**

**DESIGNER ORGANIZER COLLECTION**

Storage solutions that beautifully coordinate to create a harmonious kitchen design

---

**Trash Can Pullout**
- Tuck away trash cans with this pullout
- Available in single or double can units
- Use a double can unit for trash and recycling in one space

**Base Pullout**
- Maximize storage in narrow cabinets
- Install next to the stove to keep spices and cooking supplies at close hand
- Install near the sink to store dish soap and other cleaning supplies

**Pot & Lid Organizer Pullout**
- Designed to prevent pans from banging together, keeping them from being damaged and preventing unwanted noise
- Integrated lid storage

**Pullout Basket & Pilaster System**
- Organize pantry spaces with this customizable system
- Install baskets directly to cabinet bottoms or shelves in base cabinets to bring the back of the cabinet within reach

Available in Polished Chrome or Black Nickel.

---

**LEADING MANUFACTURER FOR THE KITCHEN CABINET INDUSTRY**

- Founded in 1990
- 25,000 products
- Same day shipment
- 7 North American warehouses
- Lifetime Warranty

Use your smartphone or mobile device’s camera to scan this QR code for more information.

http://delivr.com/2vcup